The most comfortable way to use your computer ever. Now, you can use your computer without the computer desk. Our Starbase Easychair workstation gives you an extremely stable and widely adjustable platform to position your computer right where you need it.

A Versatile non-standard workstation, now you can use your computer:
- from your favorite recliner, easychair or sofa.
- at a standard office chair
- as a bed workstation.
- as a wheelchair workstation.
- while exercising on a bike or Treadmill.

Extremely adjustable for position, angle, height:
Boom arm is adjustable for Angle, Length and rotation and height. The Laptop Platform (or LCD display mount) is extremely angle adjustable side to side, front to back. Swings out of the way when you are done. Easy setup for left or right hand use.

Excellent Construction of all components:
Stainless Steel Boom Arm. Counterweighted base for stability. Laptop mounting platform with clamping system to keep laptop in place. Easy and quick to assemble.

Office Friendly design. The base is on casters to move your workstation where you need it. Perfect for your Home, Office, or Home Office. Reclaim your desktop. A great place to “retire” a road warrior laptop which may no longer be able to take the rigors of travel, but still works fine plugged in.
Also works great for assistive technology applications. Perfect for use next to a bed, or from a wheelchair or recliner. An ADA solution for offices for under $400.

Boom arm Starbase workstations available for LCD show below left. Many configurations available. Show below center is the Laptop Boom Arm Starbase workstation, with the optional mount for an LCD flat screen monitor, and the universal self leveling drink cup holder. These components can be placed anywhere along the length of the boom arm. The position of the Laptop mount and LCD mount can also be swapped if you want the laptop to one side, and the LCD screen in front of you. Other options are two LCD mounts, or two laptop mounts on the boom arm.

Also available is the Short-arm Starbase Workstation which can be used as a laptop steno desk, or Laptop Podium for Powerpoint type presentations, or portable data entry station. (Below right).
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The StarBase EasyChair WorkStation in Use

Starbase configurations available for Laptop use, LCD flat-screen Monitors, or one of each.

Wide adjustment for boom arm angle, and the Ball & Socket joints of the LCD or Laptop mounts keep them level.

Great as a Bedside WorkStation.

The optional Universal Cup Holder or Keyboard/Mouse Platform support may be placed anywhere along the boom arm.

Sturdy “ball & socket” mounting system for the Laptop platform. Very adjustable for angle and position. Built-in clamping system keeps the laptop in place.

Short Arm Starbase WorkStation available for portable Laptop Steno, or Laptop Podium use.

Also see our original Easychair Workstation for CRT systems.